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Geidi Primes is Grimes' debut LP.  Originally available as a free download, and a 
limited release of cassettes, it's now available worldwide on CD/LP/Digital.  

It has a strange air of being created unconsciously while the artist herself was asleep. 
It is a vastly intriguing set of pop tunes highlighted by its amazing ffth and sixth 
songs: “Avi” and “Feyd Rautha Dark Heart”, which are each frighteningly reminiscent 
of an unaccountable psychic experience you may have never had.

As an album, it touches on many different tones without exploiting any. It manages to 
be playful without being precious, clean without being sterile, cryptic without being 
obscure, and operates in a deceptively complex melodic structure without calling 
attention to the artistry therein.

It reminds one of being a small child, listening to adult contemporary radio in the back 
seat of your mother’s minivan when a special kind of song comes on. You are still 
maddeningly susceptible to the sympathetic rise and fall of a maternal voice, yet this 
is a different sort of mother, one more primeval and distant. Icily it falls over your 
entire body, begging for an escape you know you cannot give it. You are strangely 
moved.

It seems like an album made for very tall people about what it’s like to be very small. 
It calls to mind the glowering of a child king amidst the many vestments and 
decorations of his coronation. Listening to Geidi Primes is what its like to suddenly 
realize you are being watched while taking a cold shower…on the moon.

● This is the frst time Geidi Primes has been available on LP.

● Grimes sells 5,000+ tickets in major markets, and has performed in 
Donatella Versace's living room, as well as at the 2015 Guggenheim 
International Gala Pre-Party presented by Dior.

● LP3 Visions has sold over 150,000 units, was voted BNM by Pitchfork, 
named “one of the best albums of the year so far” by The New York 
Times, and received the Juno Award for Electronic Album Of The Year.

● In 2013, Grimes was awarded the Webby Award for Artist of the Year.

TRACKLISTING

01  Caladan
02  Sardaukar Levenbrech
03  Zoal, Face Dancer
04  Rosa
05  Avi
06  Feyd Rautha Dark Heart
07  Gambang
08  Venus In Fleurs
09  Grisgris
10  Shadout Mapes
11  Beast Infection
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“Geidi Primes shows that even her earliest 
recordings displayed a distinct point of view and 

an oddly mesmerizing quality.” 
- Pitchfork

“An instantly accessible and intimate listen.”
 - NME
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